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Abstract. The calibration of large antenna arrays in the absence of a
beamforming point source is a common problem in beamforming radars and
interferometric radiometers. In this paper the fundamentals of the redundant
space calibration (RSC) method for phase and amplitude are reviewed, pointing
out the parallelism between the active and passive cases, the technique is then
applied in a general and systematic way to two cases of interest: hexagonal
planar and Y-shaped arrays, which are known to be the optimum periodic two-
dimensional configurations. In both cases, the system of equations is determined
taking into account the available redundancies and symmetries of these
structures. The performance of the RSC method is analysed in terms of the
propagation of errors in reference phase/amplitude. The technique is then
considered for two hexagonal array systems: the Turbulent Eddy Profiler (TEP),
a volume-imaging radar of the lower atmosphere developed at the University of
Massachusetts, and the Microwave Imaging Radiometer by Aperture Synthesis
(MIRAS), an L-band interferometric radiometer to be launched in 2005 in the
Earth Explorer Opportunity Mission—Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Mission
(SMOS) of the European Space Agency (ESA). In the TEP case the proposed
scheme stabilizes an otherwise ill-posed inversion problem, and in the MIRAS
case it presents an alternative calibration method to the noise-injection one,
without any additional hardware required.

1. Introduction

In a radar system, echoes from distributed scattering sources much smaller than

the resolution cell, such as sea waves, vegetation or the atmosphere, are generally

incoherent. Attia and Steinberg (1989) showed that the spatial cross-correlation Vkl

computed between the echoes bk;J(t)~Sk;l(t) exp(jQk;l(t)) collected by two different

elements k and l in the array, at a certain range gate, is a sample of the Fourier

transform of the intensity distribution I(j, g) evaluated at the spatial frequency (ukl ,
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vkl) determined by the antenna separation normalized to the wavelength (baseline

k–l ):

Vkl~̂~V ukl ,vklð Þ~1=2Sbk tð Þ b�l tð ÞT~
ðð

j2zg2¡1

I j,gð Þ exp {j2p ukljzvklgð Þð Þdj dg ð1aÞ

ukl ,vklð Þ~ xl{xk,yl{ykð Þ=l ð1bÞ
where j~sinhcosQ and g~sinhsinQ are the directing cosines with respect to the

x and y axes. Equation (1) is a version of the Van Cittert–Zernike theorem (Born

and Wolf 1975). Equation (1) also holds in the passive case, but the signals

bk;l(t)~Sk;l(t) exp ( jQk;l(t)) are the electric fields (thermal noise) received at the

elements’ position (Thompson et al. 1986).
In the active case (radar) the intensity distribution I(j, g) is created by the

backscattered power as illuminated by the pattern of the transmitting and receiving

antennas. In the passive case, the intensity distribution is the brightness temperature

distribution multiplied by the antenna pattern of the receiving antennas, the

obliquity factor 1

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{j2{g2

q
~1=cosh and the fringe-washing function that

accounts for spatial decorrelation effects.

When the array elements have uncorrelated phase errors among them, fk and fl ,

the measured phase wrawkl of the measured complex cross-correlation V raw
kl is given by

wrawkl ~fk{flzwkl ð2Þ
where wkl is the phase of Vkl , measured by an ideal system (Hamaker et al. 1977).

In a similar way, the amplitude of the measured cross-correlation is given by

V raw
kl

�� ��~gk gl Vklj j ð3Þ
where gk and gl are the separable instrumental amplitude factors of the elements k

and l in the array, and Vklj j is the amplitude of the complex cross-correlation that

would be measured by an ideal instrument. Equation (3) can be linearized by taking

logarithms

ln V raw
kl

�� ��� �
~ ln gkð Þz ln glð Þz ln Vklj jð Þ ð4aÞ

or, in a simpler form

Araw
kl ~GkzGlzAkl ð4bÞ

with the obvious definitions Gk,l~ ln gk,lð Þ, Akl~ ln Vklj jð Þ and Araw
kl ~ ln V raw

kl

�� ��� �
:

Since the spatial cross-correlation is only a function of the antenna separation,

all the antennas spaced the same distance in the same direction measure the same

baseline (ukl , vkl), which are redundant baselines. The phase and amplitude of the

available redundant baselines (equations (2) and (4)) allows to define a system of

equations (§2.1 and 3.1) that can be solved for the unknown phase/amplitude instru-

mental errors ( fk;l and gk;l). This is the concept of the redundant space calibration

(RSC). Since in most cases the scene imaged has slow spatial variations which are

tapered by the antenna pattern itself, V ukl ,vklð Þj j decreases with increasing antenna

spacing (larger ukl ,vklð Þj j), and only the shortest baselines are used, since they have the

highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and provide the best phase/amplitude estimates.

This paper is divided into four sections. In §2 and §3, the RSC is applied to

hexagonal planar and to Y-shaped arrays, respectively. In both cases, the number
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of equations, unknowns and system’s rank are studied first. Then, the propagation

of deterministic errors in the phase references is studied. Finally, in §4, these results

are applied to predict the performance of two particular instruments: the Turbulent

Eddy Profiler (TEP) and the Microwave Imaging Radiometer by Aperture Synthesis

(MIRAS).

2. RSC in hexagonal planar arrays

Figure 1(a) shows a hexagonal planar array with 91 elements, as in TEP (Mead

et al. 1998), although the results are general and can be applied to arrays with an

arbitrary number of elements. Without loss of generality the phase of the central

element is set to zero ( f0~0), since a constant phase term added to all the elements

is irrelevant. Also, the synthetic beam shape is not altered if the elements’

amplitudes are referred to that of element 0 (g0~1, or G0~0).

2.1. Available redundancies and equations

Figure 1(a) shows the minimum number of redundant baselines required for

solving the system of equations for all fk as shown hereafter. A set of RSC

equations can be defined along each of the linear arrays (vertical lines marked in

figure 1(a)). For simplicity, we will begin our discussion with the array formed by

the first ring (antennas 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in figure 1(a)). According to equation (2)

the following relationships can be written for the phase errors

wraw56 ~f5{f6zw01, w
raw
01 ~0{f1zw01, w

raw
40 ~f4{0zw01, w

raw
32 ~f3{f2zw01 ð5Þ

In equation (5) there are seven unknowns (w01, f1 ... f6) and four equations. Since

all the phases must be related to one ( f0~0), a set of diagonal redundant baselines

is required to link them all. To do so, at least two new equations are needed, for

Figure 1. Baselines used to define the RSC for (a) case 1 and (b) case 2 in a hexagonal
planar array. Each arrow indicates a baseline. The 91 antennas grouped into five
rings: first ring, elements 1–6; second ring, elements 7–18; third ring, elements 19–36;
fourth ring, elements 37–60; fifth ring, elements 61–90. Shortest redundant baselines:
(a) 01 and 02, and (b) 01, 02 and 03.
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example (figure 1(a)):

wraw02 ~0{f2zw02, w
raw
50 ~f5{0zw02 ð6Þ

which just introduce a new unknown w02.
Following a similar procedure, according to equation (4) the following

relationships can be written for the amplitude factors

Araw
56 ~G5zG6zA01,A

raw
01 ~0zG1zA01,A

raw
40 ~G4z0zA01,A

raw
32 ~G3zG2zA01 ð7Þ

and also

Araw
02 ~0zG2zA02,A

raw
50 ~G5z0zA02 ð8Þ

In the general case of an array with nr rings (nr~5 rings in figure 1) two systems

of equations can be written

w
raw

~M

f

w01

w02

2
64

3
75 A

raw
~N

G

A01

A02

2
64

3
75 ð9Þ

These systems of equations contain the strict minimum number of equations

and will be referred to as case 1. Their properties are summarized in table 1. In both

cases, there are two more unknowns than equations. Hence, two reference element

phases/amplitudes (e.g. f1 and f2, or G1 and G2), or phases/amplitudes of the

complex cross-correlations (e.g. w01 and w02, or A01 and A02) have to be determined.

These two phase unknowns correspond to a pointing uncertainty of the focused

beam (Attia and Steinberg 1989).

Figure 1(b) shows all the shortest baselines available in a hexagonal planar

array. They are all parallel to the baselines 0–1, 0–2 and 0–3. The corresponding

system of equations will be referred to as case 2. Although, strictly speaking, more

Table 1. Hexagonal planar array: system of equations properties for phase/amplitude
redundant space calibration (RSC).

Number of
equations

Number of
unknowns

Rank of the
system of
equations Comments

Phase RSC
Case 1: minimum 3n2rz3nr 3n2rz3nrz2 3n2rz3nr Two reference phases to
number of equations be determined: f1 and f2

or w01 and w02*
Case 2: maximum 9n2rz3nr 3n2rz3nr3 3n2rz3nrz1 Two reference phases to
number of equations be determined: f1 and f2

or w01 and w02*
Amplitude RSC
Case 1: minimum 3n2rz3nr 3n2rz3nrz2 3n2rz3nr Two reference amplitudes
number of equations to be determined: G1 and

G2 or A01 and A02

Case 2: maximum 9n2rz3nr 3n2rz3nrz3 3n2rz3nrz3 Determined system3
number of equations

*Correspond to an azimuth an elevation pointing error of the beam.
3Absolute calibration requires knowledge of g0 (g0~1, G0~0).
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equations can be defined, it can be shown that all of them are linear combinations

of the ones presented in figure 1(b). Their properties are summarized in table 1. As

for case 1, there are always two more phase unknowns than linear independent

equations. However, for amplitude RSC, the case 1 system of equations requires the

determination of two amplitude terms, e.g. G1 and G2, while the case 2 system

provides all the cross-correlations, and amplitude terms. Once the reference phases

and amplitudes are determined, equation (9) is solved by direct inversion (case 1,

same number of unknowns than equations) or by least squares (case 2, more

equations than unknowns).

2.2. Error propagation in the reference phases/amplitudes

In §2.1, it was shown that two reference phases are required ( f1 and f2 or w01
and w02). An error in the estimation of f1 or f2 is equivalent to an error in the

estimation of w01 or w02 respectively, since f0~0 by convention. In the radar case,

the transmitting antenna beam defines the illumination of the scene, which is

usually symmetric and w01~w02~0‡. If there is a pointing error (h0, Q0), a phase

error Dwkl~22p(uklsinh0cosQ0zvklsinh0sinQ0) is induced, which forces the focused

beam to point towards the direction of maximum intensity (Attia and Steinberg

1989). Alternatively, f1 and f2 can be determined from the cross-correlations formed

by elements 0 and 1 (baseline 0–1) and 0 and 2 (baseline 0–2) when a CW

(continuous wave) tone is injected to elements 0, 1 and 2 (Mead et al. 1998). In an

interferometric radiometer, w01 and w02 depend on the brightness temperature dis-

tribution being imaged and cannot be estimated. Therefore, f1 and f2 have to be deter-

mined by other means, such as the injection of correlated noise (Torres et al. 1996).
Figure 2 shows the propagation of an error in the reference phases f1 (or w01)

and f2 (or w02) in the estimated phase of the other elements. Results computed using

Figure 2. Amplification of reference phase errors in the estimation of elements phase.
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equation (9) for cases 1 and 2 show the same behaviour. Note that an error in f1 (or

w01) does not propagate along the direction of the baselines 0–2 and 0–5. In

addition, the error amplification factor has maximum amplitude (equal to the ring

number: 1 for elements 1–6, 2 for elements 7–18, etc; figure 1(a)) in all the elements

comprised in the sector defined by the baselines 0–1 and 0–6, and the sector defined

by the baselines 0–3 and 0–4. Similarly, an error in f2 (or w02) does not propagate

along the direction of the baselines 0–1 and 0–4, and the error amplification factor

is maximum in all the elements comprised in the sector defined by the baselines 0–2

and 0–3, and the sector defined by the baselines 0–1 and 0–6.

3. RSC in Y-shaped arrays

Figure 3(a) shows a Y-shaped array with 23 elements per arm, plus one in the

centre, and three additional central elements for calibration purposes (Martin-Neira

and Goutoule 1997, Silvestrin et al. 2001). Figure 3(b) shows a detail of the central

part indicating all the available cross-correlations in this structure. The three extra

elements (labelled 3nelz1, 3nelz2 and 3nelz3) establish inter-arms redundant

baselines. As with hexagonal planar arrays, without loss of generality, the phase of

the centre element can be set to zero ( f0~0) and the elements amplitude can be

referred to it (g0~1, G0~1).

3.1. Available redundancies and number of equations

In a Y-array with nel elements per arm (nel~23 in figure 3(a)), the set of RSC

equations can only be defined along each arm of the Y structure. This means that,

including the central element (numbered as 0, figures 3(a) and 3(b)) in each arm

there are nelz1 elements, nel short baselines (equations) and nelz1 unknowns: one

for each element, except the central one, plus one corresponding to the phase/

amplitude of the cross-correlations between pairs 0–1, 0–(nelz1) or 0–(2nelz1).

Consequently, the cross-correlations in a Y-array (without the three extra elements)

lead to a system of equations with 3nel equations and 3nelz3 unknowns. The

Figure 3. (a) Structure of a Y-shaped array with 23 antennas per arm spaced d~0.89
wavelengths. Extra antennas numbered 70, 71 and 72 for phase tracking between
arms. (b) Arrows: available complex cross-correlations available in a Y-array with
nel antennas per arm and three additional central antennas (3nelz1, 3nelz2 and
3nelz3). Arbitrary units.
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general expression of the equations for the phase RSC is

wrawk{1,k~fk{1{fkzwk{1,k~fk{1{fkzw0,m ð10Þ
and for the amplitude RSC

Araw
k{1,k~Gk{1zGkzAk,k{1~Gk{1zGkzA0,m ð11Þ

with m~1 for k: 1, 2 ... nel (arm 1); m~nelz1 for k: nelz1, nelz2, ... 2nel (arm 2)

and m~2nelz1 for k: 2nelz1, 2nelz2, ... 3nel (arm 3). These equations can be cast

in a matricial form as for the hexagonal planar array (equation (9)). The extra

central elements link the phase/amplitude unknowns among arms, introducing just

a new unknown per element (phase or amplitude), without introducing a new

baseline (e.g. the new baseline 1–(3nelz1) is redundant with respect to the

0–(nelz1)). Table 2 summarizes the main properties of the systems of equations

given by equations (10) and (11), showing the effect of introducing the additional

central elements. Without additional extra elements, there are three equations fewer

than unknowns (phases and amplitudes). With three redundant elements two

reference phases and a reference amplitude need to be determined1.

3.2. Propagation of errors in the reference phases

Since the system of equations for phase RSC is underdetermined (table 2), the

application of the method to Y-arrays also requires two reference phases and

the same considerations of hexagonal planar arrays apply. In the solution of

equation (9) an error in the reference phases ( f1 or w01, and f2 or w02) propagates to

other elements’ phase estimate, increasing with the distance to the centre of the

array (figure 4(a)). Propagation of amplitude errors is more important due to the

exponential term gk~exp(Gk) (figure 4(b)).

Y-arrays are so thinned that they are usually operated in interferometric mode,

and the system behaves as a synthetic aperture with an element at the position of

Table 2. Y-array: properties of the system of equations for phase/amplitude RSC.

Number of
equations

Number of
unknowns

Rank of the
system of
equations Comments

Phase RSC
No extra element 3nel 3nelz3 3nel Two reference phases to

be determined: f1 and fnelz1

or w01 and w0;nelz1*

Three extra elements 3nelz9 3nelz6 3nelz4

Two reference phases to
be determined: f1 and fnelz1

or w01 and w0;nelz1*

Amplitude RSC
No extra element 3nel 3nelz3 3nel Two reference amplitudes to

be determined: G1 and Gnelz1

or A01 and A0;nelz1

Three extra elements 3nelz9 3nelz6 3nelz6 Determined system3

*Correspond to an azimuth an elevation pointing error of the beam.
3Absolute calibration requires knowledge of g0 (g0~1, G0~0).

1The third extra element is redundant with the other two in case of failure.
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each (ukl , vkl) point (Bara et al. 1998). An interferometric array is more sensitive to

phase errors and their propagation than a filled array, since the phase of the

measurement Vkl is obtained from the difference between the phases of elements k

and l, which are both affected by the propagation of errors in the estimation of the

reference phases Df1 and Dfnelz1

Dwkl~Dwk{Dwl~Dfk Df1ð ÞzDfk Dfnelz1ð Þ{Dfl Df1ð Þ{Dfl Dfnelz1ð Þ ð12Þ

4. Application to the TEP and MIRAS instruments

In this section we study the performance and requirements of the application of

the RSC method to two particular instruments: TEP, a volume imaging

atmospheric radar, and MIRAS, an L-band synthetic aperture radiometer under

construction.

4.1. TEP

TEP (Mead et al. 1998) is an ultrahigh frequency (UHF) digital-beamforming

phased-array designed to provide fine-scale imagery of clear-air scattering in the

atmospheric boundary layer. A transmit horn illuminates a 25‡ volume and the

scattered signal is received by each of the 90 elements of a hexagonal array

(figure 5(a)); and a beamforming algorithm is implemented to combine information

from all elements, focusing 40 adjacent 3.5‡ synthetic beams with a range resolution

of 30m (figure 5(b)). TEP provides four-dimensional [three-dimensional (3D)

volume and time] views of the atmospheric turbulence structure (the structure

constant C2
n is related to the volumetric radar reflectivity at each range and focused

pixel gVOL~0:38C2
nl

{1=3) and 3D wind fields within a volume from 200–1500m.

The basic parameters of TEP are listed in table 3. In addition to the injection of a

CW (continuous wave) tone, TEP can be calibrated by RSC using the shortest

available range gates to maximize the SNR (Attia and Steinberg 1989, Hopcraft

1997), which are limited to r<220m due to ground clutter. The phase statistics of

partially correlated random variables have been studied in interferometric Synthetic

Figure 4. Amplification of rms (a) phase and (b) amplitude errors along the Y-arms.
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Aperture Radar (SAR) (Carande 1994):

sw~
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2N

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{ V̂Vkl

�� ��2q
V̂Vkl

�� �� ð13Þ

where V̂Vkl

�� ��~ Vklj j
�

1zSNR{1
� �

, N~tint fs is the number of samples being

averaged and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio at receivers’ output, tint is the

integration time and fs is the sampling frequency (twice the signal bandwidth). The

number of samples N required to achieve a specific value of sw can be determined

by computing the SNR as a function of the radar reflectivity at r~220m and TEP

parameters (table 3). Long integration times are limited by system drifts, mainly due

to thermal variations. The integration time for calibration is then limited to a

fraction of the time of these fluctuations, which depends on the particular

conditions of operation.

Figure 6 shows the computed number of samples N required to achieve a given

phase error during calibration (equation (13)) as a function of the structure constant

(C2
n) to be measured. For example, assuming tint~10 s and echoes from a single

range gate, phase calibration for a calm and dry atmosphere (C2
n&5:10{16) can be

achieved with a phase error sw<31‡ (SNR<26.5 dB at 220m), or for a warm,

humid and turbulent atmosphere (C2
n&10{12) with sw<5.4‡ (SNR<26.5 dB at

220m). For a given SNR, amplitude calibration is much more sensitive to random

errors due to the error amplification (gk~exp(Gk)). Amplitude calibration is then

performed taking into account that the power received by the in-phase and

quadrature channels of all elements must be the same.

As an indicator of performance, figure 7 shows a comparison between subsequent

RSC-derived phase calibrations for the TEP array (Lopez-Dekker et al. 2002). For

visualization purposes, we show the Fourier transform of the quotient of two

Figure 5. (a) TEP 90-element hexagonal array in the field. (b) A transmit horn illuminates a
25‡ volume and the scattered signal is received by each of the 90 elements of
a hexagonal array; and a beamforming algorithm is implemented to combine infor-
mation from all elements, focusing 40 adjacent 3.5‡ synthetic beams with a range
resolution of 30m.
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calibration vectors. In the absence of errors, this would be unity and the resultant

‘beam pattern’ would reflect that of an ideal aperture (no amplitude or phase errors).

Figure 7(a) shows such an idealized result for a 61-element hexagonal lattice with a

few missing elements. Figure 7(b) shows the quotient of two RSC-derived phased

calibrations from the same array, each derived from approximately 105 independent

data samples of clear-air scatter of mean C2
n between 10{14 and 10{13.

Table 3. Basic parameters of the Turbulent Eddy Profiler.

Parameter

Frequency 915MHz
Peak power 25 kW
Pulse width 200 ns
Pulse repetition frequency 40KHz
Transmitter antenna beamwidth (corrugated horn) 25‡
Transmitter antenna/line efficiency 0.9
Receiving antenna: hexagonal array 91 elements
Elementary receiver antenna beamwidth 32‡
(seven-microstrip patch array)
Minimum separation between antenna phase centres 1.65
(wavelengths)

Receiver antenna/line efficiency 0.8
System temperature y175K
Receiver bandwidth 2.5MHz
Quantization 10 bits

Correlation amplitude at the shortest baseline (1.65 wavelengths) Vklj j~0:18
(determined from transmitter antenna (Hopcraft 1997))

Figure 6. TEP: number of samples required to achieve a given sw during calibration vs
structure constant C2

n . Radar reflectivity gVOL~0:38 C2
n l{1=3.
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In figure 7(b), the location of the beam maximum indicates the change in

pointing between calibrations (which is quite small), while the sidelobe level

indicates the relative impact of random phase and amplitude estimation errors. In

both cases, a taper has been applied to reveal more clearly the limit on sidelobe

performance imposed by amplitude and phase errors. This visualization enables

separation of pointing error that induces linear-phase variation across the aperture

and random error that contributes to the sidelobes. It does not, however, show

actual pointing and actual sidelobe behaviour of the array, which depend upon

other factors such as variations in individual antenna element patterns. In any case,

we note only a small degradation in the pattern between cases a and b.

4.2. MIRAS

MIRAS is a dual polarization L-band Y-shaped interferometric radiometer

(figure 8) for the measurement of soil moisture and sea salinity (Martin-Neira and

Goutoule 1997, Silvestrin et al. 2001). In this instrument, brightness temperature

maps are formed by a Fourier synthesis process [I(j, g)<V (u, v); equation (1)]. In

its original configuration it had 43 antennas per arm spaced 0.89 wavelengths. In

order to demonstrate the concept and make it suitable for a small platform, a

scaled-down version with 23 antennas per arm was proposed as the Soil Moisture

and Ocean Salinity Mission (SMOS) Earth Explorer Opportunity Mission to the

European Space Agency (ESA). Its structure is depicted in figure 3(a) and its basic

parameters are listed in table 4.

Because of the high radiometric accuracy required, internal calibration by

correlated noise injection is foreseen (Torres et al. 1996). Redundant space

calibration can then be applied to correct antenna pattern constant phase errors

and amplitude errors induced by antenna losses, since noise is injected right after

the antenna. The amplitude term g0 has to be accurately characterized on the ground.

Figure 7. Comparison between subsequent RSC-derived phase calibrations for the TEP
array: (a) idealized result for a 61-element hexagonal lattice with a few missing
elements; (b) quotient of two RSC-derived phased calibrations from the same array,
derived fromy105 independent data samples of clear-air scatter (C2

n~10{13–10{14).
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The rms phase and amplitude errors can be calculated from the parameters

listed in table 4 and equation (9) applied to the Y-structure, leading to sw~0.4‡–1.3‡
and sg~0.008–0.023. In order to reduce the uncertainty of the phase/amplitude

estimates, N measurements must be averaged2. In the worst cases (sw~1.3‡ and

sg~0.023), the N is 7 for the phase, and 132 for the amplitude3.
Note also that the application of phase and amplitude closure relationships

would lead to an overdetermined system of equations, usually involving longer

baselines and exhibiting poorer performance due to lower SNR.

5. Conclusions

This paper has reviewed the principles of phase and amplitude redundant space

calibration methods, pointing out that they are common to beamforming radars

Figure 8. Artist’s view of MIRAS aboard the SMOS Earth Explorer Opportunity Mission
(courtesy of EADS-CASA, Space Division, Spain, prime contractor of the MIRAS
instrument).

3N~132 is close to N~100 measurements (tint~0.3 s) required by the noise injection
calibration (Torres et al. 1996).

2Correlations cannot be averaged due to the changes in the scene caused by platform
movement (~7.5 km s21), so phase/amplitude estimates must be averaged.
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and interferometric radiometers. The RSC method has been applied to hexagonal

and Y-shaped arrays, showing that in both configurations:

(a) regardless of the number of equations used, the rank of the system of equations

is at least two less than the number of phase unknowns. These two degrees of

freedom represent a pointing error of the focused or synthetic beam. To correct

it, two instrumental phases need to be determined;

(b) except for the configuration named as case 1, elements’ amplitude can be deter-

mined without ambiguity, except for a normalization constant g0~1. However,

the system of equations is very sensitive to instrumental errors and it is better

to use the fact that the power of the in-phase and quadrature channels is the same;

(c) system performance relies on the accuracy of the phase references (e.g. f1 and f2
or w01 and w02), since errors in their estimation propagate and are amplified to

other elements in the array;

(d) errors not taken into account by the RSC4 method must be kept low enough

by careful hardware implementation and/or corrected for by other means to

guarantee RSC performance;

(e) the shortest redundant baselines must be used to implement the RSC method

in order to have the largest SNR;

(f) in an interferometric radiometer, RSC does not require any special additional

hardware, since the basic products are already complex cross-correlations. RSC

is complementary to any other existing calibration methods.

Finally, the application of RSC to two particular instruments has been

discussed. In TEP, the technique has already been successfully implemented. In

Table 4. Basic parameters of the Microwave Imaging Radiometer by Aperture Synthesis.

Parameter

Frequency 1410MHz
Bandwidth 19MHz
Number of elements per arm 43 (original configuration)

23 (SMOS proposal)
Antenna beamwidth y70‡
Minimum separation between antenna 0.89
phase centres (wavelengths)
Receivers’ noise temperature 80K
System temperature y400K
Integration time (tint) 0.3 s
1 bit/2 level digital correlator: teffective/t 2.46
Platform speed y7.5 km s{1

Standard deviation of the individual visibility sVr
~sVl

&0:186K
samples (Camps et al. 1998)

Standard deviation of the individual visibility sVr
~sVl

&0:186K
samples (Camps et al. 1998)

Correlation amplitude at the shortest baseline (0.89 Vklj j
�
Tsys~0:02–0.06

wavelengths) [determined from the TB scene
(Camps et al. 1997b)]

Phase and amplitude errors for 1K radiometric accuracy sw~0.5‡
(Camps et al. 1997a) sg~0.002

4These are second order phase/amplitude errors associated to the particular pair of
elements forming the baseline.
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MIRAS, it is proposed as a combined method: noise injection for receiver errors,

and RSC for constant antenna errors. Antenna voltage pattern direction dependent

errors can only be accounted for during the image reconstruction process.
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